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In this paper, we consider the Cauchy problem for p-system with relaxation.
Under the assumption that the relaxation time = is sufficiently small, we prove the
existence of the global smooth solution to the Cauchy problem with C 1-initial data
provided the C0-norm of the derivative of the initial data is of the order of !=. Here
! is a small positive constant. On the other hand, when the initial density has
compact support but is not identically zero, we prove the global regular solution for
the Cauchy problem does not exist.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the Cauchy problem for p-system with relaxation
{
vt&ux=0,
(1.1)
ut+ p(v)x=
1
=
( f (v)&u),
with initial data
(v, u)(x, 0)=(v0(x), u0(x)), (1.2)
where =>0 is the relaxation time, p(v) satisfies one of the following
assumptions (P1) or (P2):
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(P1) p(v) # C3(0, ), p$(v)<0, p"(v)>0, 4p$(v) p$$$(v)5( p"(v))2, for
v # (0, ), and
lim
v  0 |
1
v
- & p$({) d{=+, lim
v  +
p$(v)=0;
(P2) p(v) # C2(R), p$(v)<0, for v # R.
Remark 1.1. When the pressure function p(v) satisfies the #-law, the
condition (P1) corresponds to 1#3.
For definiteness, we only consider the case when the assumption (P1)
holds. According to the discussion in [7], we assume that f (v) # C1(0, )
satisfies the following subcharacteristic condition:
(SC) &- & p$(v)< f $(v)<- & p$(v).
The system (1.1) has two eigenvalues
*(v)=&- & p$(v), +(v)=- & p$(v). (1.3)
Riemann invariants are
r=u+8(v), s=u&8(v), (1.4)
where
8(v)=|
v
v
+({) d{, v # (0, ) is any fixed constant. (1.5)
The relaxation phenomenon appears when some physical states are not in
equilibrium. It arises in several areas of physics, such as gas dynamics,
elastic dynamics, multiphase flow, phase transition, etc. The p-system with
relaxation (1.1) has been studied by many authors, cf. [1, 4]. Our interest
here is to show the relaxation term which is dissipative ensures the smooth-
ness of the ‘‘small solution’’ (see [10, 12]); on the other hand, it induces
that the regular solution does not exist if the initial density \0(x) has
compact support and \0(x)0 (see [8, 9]). Precisely, we will first prove,
when the relaxation time = is sufficiently small, the existence of the global
smooth solution to the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) provided the C0-norm
of the derivative of the initial data is bounded by a small constant times
1=. Second, when the initial density \0(x) has compact support and
\0(x)0, we prove the regular solution of (1.1), (1.2) does not exist.
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2. EXISTENCE OF GLOBAL SMOOTH SOLUTION
In this section, we consider the existence of global smooth solutions for
the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2). First, we rewrite the (1.1) into the follow-
ing diagonal form:
{
rt+*(v) rx=&
1
2=
(r+s&F(r&s)),
st++(v) sx=&
1
2=
(r+s&F(r&s)),
(2.1)
with initial data
(r(x, 0), s(x, 0))=(r0(x), s0(x)), (2.2)
where F(%)=2f (8&1(12%)), 8&1(}) is the inverse function of 8(}), and
r0(x)=u0(x)+|
v0(x)
v
+({) d{, s0(x)=u0(x)&|
v0(x)
v
+({) d{. (2.3)
According to the well-known results on the existence of a local smooth
solution of the Cauchy problem for first-order quasilinear hyperbolic
systems, see [2], for the diagonal form system (2.1), there exists a constant
t1>0, such that, in the domain
?(t1)=[(x, t): x # R, 0tt1],
the Cauchy problem (2.1), (2.2) possesses a unique smooth solution
(r(x, t), s(x, t)) provided the following a priori hypothesis holds:
(H) 0<v(x, t)<+,
where t1 depends only on the C1-norm of the initial data.
To extend the solution obtained above globally, we need the a priori
estimates on r, s, rx , sx . The following lemmas give the estimates on the
C0-norm of the solution.
Lemma 2.1. Under the assumptions (P1) and (SC), if the initial data
(r0(x), s0(x)) # C 1(R) and there exists a positive constant M0 , independent of
=, such that
|r0(x)|M0 , |s0(x)|M0 , (2.4)
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then, under the a priori hypothesis (H), the smooth solution (r(x, t), s(x, t))
for the Cauchy problem (2.1), (2.2) satisfies
|r(x, t)|M, |s(x, t)|M, (2.5)
where M=M0+12 sup |%| 2M0 |F(%)|.
Proof. Let
r=r e&(t=), s=s e&(t=). (2.6)
Then (2.1) becomes
{
r t+*(v) r x=
1
2=
[(r &s )+et=F(e&(t=)(r &s ))],
s t++(v) s x=&
1
2=
[(r &s )&et=F(e&(t=)(r &s ))],
(2.7)
with initial data
(r (x, 0), s (x, 0))=(r0(x), s0(x)). (2.8)
Let x*=x*(:, t) and x+=x+(;, t) be the *-characteristic curve and the
+-characteristic passing through the points (:, 0) and (;, 0) respectively,
i.e.,
{
dx*(:, t)
dt
=*(v(x*(:, t), t))
x*(:, 0)=:,
and
{
dx+ (;, t)
dt
=+(v(x+(;, t), t)),
x+(;, 0)=;.
Integrating (2.7)1 along the *-characteristic and (2.7)2 along the +-charac-
teristic, we have
{
r (x, t)=r0(:)+
1
2= |
t
0
G+(r &s , {)(x*(:, {), {) d{, (2.9)
s (x, t)=s0(;)&
1
2= |
t
0
G&(r &s , {)(x+(;, {), {) d{, (2.10)
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and
r (x, t)&s (x, t)=r0(:)&s0(;)+
1
2= |
t
0
G+(r &s , {)(x*(:, {), {) d{
+
1
2= |
t
0
G&(r &s , {)(x+(;, {), {) d{, (2.11)
where
G\(%, {)=%\e{=F(e&({=)%). (2.12)
Using the subcharacteristic condition (SC), we have
G\(%, {)
%
=1\
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
>0. (2.13)
Let
R(t)= sup
x # R, 0{t
|r (x, {)&s (x, {)|. (2.14)
Then the combination of (2.4), (2.11), (2.13) and (2.14) shows that
R(t)2M0+
1
= |
t
0
R({) d{,
which implies from Gronwall’s inequality
R(t)2M0et=. (2.15)
That is
|r (x, t)&s (x, t)|2M0et=. (2.16)
From (2.4), (2.9), (2.12) and (2.16), we have
|r (x, t)|M0+
1
= |
t
0
Me{= d{Met=. (2.17)
Similarly, we have
|s (x, t)|Met=. (2.18)
Combining (2.6), (2.17) and (2.18) shows that (2.5) holds.
Lemma 2.1 readily implies the following corollary.
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Corollary 2.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1, the smooth solu-
tion (v(x, t), u(x, t)) of (1.1), (1.2) satisfies
v(x, t)v
*
>0, |u(x, t)|M, (2.19)
where v
*
is a constant which depends only on p and M, but is independent
of =.
In the following two lemmas, we will show that the a priori hypothesis
(H) can be closed.
Lemma 2.3. Let the assumptions in Lemma 2.1 hold. If there exist
positive constants v1 (v*), v2 , M1 , independent of =, such that
v1v0(x)v2 , (2.20)
r0$ (x)
M1
=
, s0$ (x)
M1
=
, (2.21)
then
|
v
v
*
(&p$({))14 d{M2 , (2.22)
where M2=M1 M3+2M4 , M3=(&p$(v*))
14, and M4=v2v
*
(&p$({))14 d{.
Proof. From (2.1), (1.4) and (1.5), we have
d
d* t
(r&s)=2+sx ,
d
d+ t
(r&s)=2+rx , (2.23)
dv
d* t
=sx ,
dv
d+ t
=rx , vx=
1
2- & p$(v)
(rx&sx), (2.24)
where dd*t=t+* x, dd+t=t++x.
Differentiating (2.1) with respect to x, we have
(rx)t+*(v)(rx)x= &
1
2= \rx+sx&
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
(rx&sx)+
(2.25)
+
p"(v)
4p$(v)
(rx&sx) rx ,
(sx)t++(v)(sx)x= &
1
2= \rx+sx&
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
(rx&sx)+
+
p"(v)
4p$(v)
(sx&rx) sx .
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By using the Lax transformations
w=(&p$(v))14 rx , z=(&p$(v))14 sx , (2.26)
and noticing p$(v)<0 and p"(v)>0, we can transform (2.25) into
{
wt+*(v) wx&
1
2= \(w+z)&
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
(w&z)+ ,
(2.27)
zt++(v) zx&
1
2= \(w+z)&
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
(w&z)+ .
Let
W=w+
1
= |
v
v
*
(&p$({))14 d{, Z=z+
1
= |
v
v
*
(&p$({))14 d{. (2.28)
Then we have
{
Wt+*(v) Wx
1
2= \1&
f $(v)
- & p$(v)+ (Z&W),
(2.29)
Zt++(v) Zx
1
2= \1+
f $(v)
- & p$(v)+ (W&Z).
The initial data for the system (2.29) satisfies
W(x, 0)=(&p$(v0(x)))14 r0$ (x)+
1
= |
v0(x)
v
*
(&p$({))14 d{
(2.30)

1
=
(M1M3+M4),
Z(x, 0) =(&p$(v0(x)))14 s0$ (x)+
1
= |
v0(x)
v
*
(&p$({))14 d{

1
=
(M1M3+M4).
Now we prove the following estimates by applying maximum principle (see
[11])
W(x, t)
1
=
(M1M3+M4), Z(x, t)
1
=
(M1 M3+M4). (2.31)
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Introduce the following transformation
{
W(x, t)=W (x, t)+
1
=
(M1M3+M4)+
N
L2
(x2+CLet),
(2.32)
Z(x, t)=Z (x, t)+
1
=
(M1M3+M4)+
N
L2
(x2+CLet),
where C and L are two positive constants to be determined later, N
denotes the upper bounds for W(x, t) and Z(x, t) of the local solution (by
using local existence of smooth solution, N can be obtained). Using (2.29),
(2.32), we have the following initial-boundary problem:
{
W t+*(v) W x+
N
L2
(CLet+2x*)
1
2= \1&
f $(v)
- & p$(v)+ (Z &W ),
(2.33)
Z t++(v) Z x+
N
L2
(CLet+2x+)
1
2= \1+
f $(v)
- & p$(v)+ (W &Z ),
with initial-boundary conditions:
W (x, 0)=W(x, 0)&
1
=
(M1 M3+M4)&
N
L2
(x2+CL)<0,
(2.34)
Z (x, 0)=Z(x, 0)&
1
=
(M1M3+M4)&
N
L2
(x2+CL)<0,
W (\L, t)=W(\L, t)&
1
=
(M1M3+M4)&N&
N
L
Cet<0,
Z (\L, t)=Z(\L, t)&
1
=
(M1M3+M4)&N&
N
L
Cet<0.
From (2.33) and (2.34), we claim that
W (x, t)<0, Z (x, t)<0, (x, t) # [&L, L]_[0, T]. (2.35)
If not, we let t =supt[t: W (x, {)<0, Z (x, {)<0, \x # [&L, L], { # (0, t)],
then 0<t T<+. By the continuity of W (x, t) and Z (x, t), there exists
(x , t ) with x # (&L, L), such that
W (x , t )=0, Z (x , t )0,
W
t } (x , t )0,
W
x } (x , t )=0,
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or
Z (x , t )=0, W (x , t )0,
Z
t } (x , t )0,
Z
x } (x , t )=0.
For the above two cases, using the ‘‘maximum principle’’, cf [11], and
noticing the subcharacteristic condition
1\
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
>0,
then when C>2 sup + for all v under consideration, we have a contradiction.
Therefore, (2.35) holds.
Equality (2.32) and inequality (2.35) show that
{
W(x, t)<
1
=
(M1 M3+M4)+
N
L2
(x2+CLet),
Z(x, t)<
1
=
(M1 M3+M4)+
N
L2
(x2+CLet).
Since L can be arbitrarily large, by letting L  , we get (2.31).
From (2.24), (2.26), (2.28) and (2.31), we have
(&p$(v))14
dv
d+t
+
1
= |
v
v
*
(&p$({))14 d{
1
=
(M1 M3+M4), (2.36)
which implies that
|
v
v
*
(&p$({))14 d{M1M3+M4+|
v0(x)
v
*
(&p$({))14 d{,
and then (2.22). Hence the proof of Lemma 2.3 is completed.
In the following lemma, we will show that there exists a upper bound for
v(x, t). That is, the solution is away from vacuum as long as it is smooth.
Lemma 2.4. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3, there exists a positive
constant v* (v2) depending only on v*, v1 , v2 , M1 , but independent of =,such that
v(x, t)v*. (2.37)
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Proof. From (P1), we have
p$$$(v)
p"(v)

5
4
p"(v)
p$(v)
.
Intergrating the above inequality from v
*
to v, we have
(&p$(v))&(54) p"(v)(&p$(v
*
))&(54) p"(v
*
). (2.38)
Intergrating (2.38) over (v
*
, v), we have
4(&p$(v
*
))54
p"(v
*
)(v&v
*
)+4(&p$(v
*
))
(&p$(v))14. (2.39)
Intergrating (2.39) over (v
*
, v) again and using Lemma 2.3, we have
v (x, t)v
*
+4(&p$(v
*
))( p"(v
*
))&1 (eK&1), (2.40)
where K=14M2(& p$(v*))
&(54) p"(v
*
). This proves Lemma 2.4.
Now we turn to estimate rx , sx .
Lemma 2.5. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4, and if there exists a
constant v # R+ such that $=sup | f (v)& f (v )| sufficiently small, and the
initial data (r0(x), s0(x)) satisfies
|r0$ (x)|
1
=
M5 , |s0$ (x)|
1
=
M5 , (2.41)
then, when M5 is sufficiently small, the solution (r(x, t), s(x, t)) of the
Cauchy problem (2.1), (2.2) in the domain where the classical solution exists
has the following estimates:
|rx(x, t)|
1
=
M6 , |sx(x, t)|
1
=
M6 . (2.42)
Here $ and M6 are positive constants independent of =.
Proof. Let
F(x, t)=m(v(x, t)) rx(x, t)+
1
=
n(v(x, t)),
G(x, t)=m(v(x, t)) sx(x, t)&
1
=
n(v(x, t)),
(2.43)
where m(v), n(v) are smooth functions to be defined later.
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From (2.23)(2.25) and (2.43), we have
Ft+*(v) Fx =
p"(v)
4p$(v)
m(v)(rx&sx) rx+m$(v) rx sx&
1
2=
m(v)(rx+sx) .
(2.44)
+
1
2=
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
m(v)(rx&sx)+
1
=
n$(v) sx ,
Gt++(v) Gx=
p"(v)
4p$(v)
m(v)(sx&rx) sx+m$(v) rxsx&
1
2=
m(v)(rx+sx)
+
1
2=
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
m(v)(rx&sx)&
1
=
n$(v) rx .
Let
{
m$(v)&
p"(v)
4p$(v)
m(v)=
p"(v)
4p$(v)
m(v),
n$(v)&
f $(v)
2- & p$(v)
m(v)=
f $(v)
2- & p$(v)
m(v).
For later use, we choose the following functions m(v) and n(v) which satisfy
the above ordinary differential equations.
m(v)=(&p$(v))12, n(v)= f (v)& f (v ). (2.45)
Then (2.44) becomes
{ Ft+*(v) Fx=&A&(v, F )(F+G),Gt++(v) Gx=&A+(v, G)(F+G), (2.46)
where
{
A&(v, F )=
1
2= \1&
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
+
2( f (v)& f (v ))
- & p$(v) +&
p"(v)
4(&p$(v))32
F,
(2.47)
A+(v, G)=
1
2= \1+
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
&
2( f (v)& f (v ))
- & p$(v) +&
p"(v)
4(&p$(v))32
G.
Let
A\= inf
v # [v
*
, v*] \1\
f $(v)
- & p$(v)
+
2( f (v)& f (v ))
- & p$(v) + ,
B1= sup
v # [v
*
, v*]
p"(v)
4(&p$(v))32
, B2= sup
v # [v
*
, v*]
- & p$(v).
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Then from the assumptions in Lemma 2.5 and the subcharacteristic
condition, we have A\>0.
If we now assume that in the domain where the smooth solution exists
|F(x, t)|
A&
2B1=
, |G(x, t)|
A+
2B1=
, (2.48)
then we have
A&(v, F )0, A+(v, G)0.
Applying the maximum principle in [11] to (2.46), we get the following
estimates:
|F(x, t)|F0 , |G(x, t)|G0 , (2.49)
where
F0=sup |F(x, 0)|, G0=sup |G(x, 0)|. (2.50)
Finally, we have to show that the a priori assumption (2.48) can be closed.
In fact, from (2.43), (2.45), we have
F0
1
=
(B2 M5+$), G0
1
=
(B2M5+$).
Therefore, (2.48) holds provided M5 and $ are sufficiently small, and (2.42)
comes from (2.43) and (2.48). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.5.
By the Lemma 2.1, Corollary 2.2 and Lemmas 2.32.5, we have the
following Main Theorem.
Theorem 2.6. Let the assumptions (P1) and (SC) hold. Assume that
there exist positive constants v1 , v2 , M$, M", $ which are independent of =,
such that
v1v0(x)v2 , |u0(x)|M$, (2.51)
|r0 $(x)|
1
=
M", |s0 $(x)|
1
=
M". (2.52)
And if there exists a constant v # R+ such that $=sup | f (v)& f (v )| for all
v under consideration and M" are sufficiently small, then the Cauchy problem
(1.1), (1.2) admits a unique global smooth solution (v(x, t), u(x, t)) satisfies
v
*
v(x, t)v*, |u(x, t)|M$, (2.53)
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where v
*
, v* are two positive constants depend only on v1 , v2 , M$, M" and
$, but independent of =.
For the problem when the function p(v) satisfies (P2), we can obtain the
following result similarly:
Theorem 2.7. Let the assumptions (P2), (SC) hold. Assume that there
exist positive constants M$, M", $ such that
|v0(x)|M$, |u0(x)|M$, (2.54)
|r0$ (x)|
1
=
M", |s0$ (x)|
1
=
M". (2.55)
And if there exists a constant v # R such that $=sup | f (v)& f (v )| and M"
are sufficiently small, then the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) admits a unique
global smooth solution (v(x, t), u(x, t)) satisfies
|v(x, t)|M$$$, |u(x, t)|M$, (2.56)
where M$$$ is a positive constant depends only on M$, M" and $, but inde-
pendent of =.
3. NON-GLOBAL EXISTENCE
In this section, we consider the Cauchy problem for one-dimensional
isentropic gas dynamics system in Eulerian coordinates
{
\t+(\u)x=0,
(\u)t+(\u2+P(\))x=
1
=
(\F(\)&\u),
(3.1)
with initial data
(\(x, 0), u(x, 0))=(\0(x), u0(x)). (3.2)
Here \, u and P denote density, velocity and pressure respectively, and
P(\), F(\) satisfy the following assumptions:
(P) P(\) # C2(R+), P$(\)>0, P"(\)>0, for \>0, \0 P$(s)s ds #
C(R+), and there exists a constant : # (0, 1] such that P(\)2: \0 
{
0
P$(s)s ds d{ for \0;
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(SC)$ &- P$(\)<\F $(\)<- P$(\);
(F) F(\)0 for \0.
Remark 3.1. When p(v) satisfies the #-law, the : in the condition (P)
can be chosen as :=min[1, #&12].
Now we consider the regular solution of (3.1), (3.2) defined as follows,
cf. [8]:
Definition 3.1. A solution of (3.1), (3.2) is called a regular solution in
R_[0, T ), if
(i) (\, u) # C1(R_[0, T)), \0;
(ii) \0 (P$(s)s) ds # C
1(R_[0, T )), and
ut+uux=&
1
=
u,
holds on the exterior of the support of \.
Theorem 3.2. Let (\(x, t), u(x, t)) be a regular solution of (3.1), (3.2)
on 0t<T. If the support of the initial density \0(x) is compact and
\0(x)0, then T is finite.
Proof. As in [8, 9], let [a(t), b(t)]=supp \(x, t). Then there exists a
constant d* depending only on the initial data, such that
d(t)= sup
x(t) # [a(t), b(t)]
|x(t)|d*. (3.3)
Let
H(t)=
1
2 |
b(t)
a(t)
\(x, t)(x+d*)2 dx. (3.4)
From (3.1), we have
H$(t)=|
b(t)
a(t)
\(x, t) u(x, t)(x+d*) dx,
and
H"(t)=|
b(t)
a(t)
(\u2+P(\)) dx&
1
=
H$(t)+
1
= |
b(t)
a(t)
\F(\)(x+d*) dx. (3.5)
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It is easy to verify (3.1) has entropy-entropy flux pair
{
’(\, u)=\u2+2 |
\
0
|
{
0
P$(s)
s
ds d{,
q(\, u)=\u3+2\u |
\
0
P$(s)
s
ds.
(3.6)
From the assumptions (P), (F), (3.3) and (3.5), we know that there exists
a positive constant :1 depending only on the initial data, but independent
of t, such that
H"(t)+
1
=
H$(t): |
b(t)
a(t)
’(\, u) dx:1>0. (3.7)
Here we have used the fact that ’(\, u) is the entropy function, and the
integral b(t)a(t) ’(\, u) dx is independent of time t. Hence (3.7) implies
H(t)=:1t+H(0)+=(H$(0)&=:1)(1&e&(1=) t). (3.8)
Let t  + in (3.8), we have
H(t)  +. (3.9)
On the other hand, from (3.4), we have
0H(t)2(d*)2 |
b(t)
a(t)
\(x, t) dx2(d*)2 |
b(0)
a(0)
\0(x) dx<+. (3.10)
(3.9) contradicts to (3.10) and it implies that T must be finite. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Remark 3.2. If we replace (F) by the following assumption (F)$:
(F)$ F(\)0 for \0,
then the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 still holds.
In fact, we can simplily replace the functional H(t) in (3.4) by
H(t)=
1
2 |
b(t)
a(t)
\(x, t)(x&d*)2 dx.
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